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• Privately owned valuation firm founded in 1960

• Owned and managed by Accredited Valuation Professionals

• Total valuation service provider

• Carry $5,000,000 Errors & Omissions Insurance

• Reports accepted by all major Insurers and Financial 
Institutions

WHO IS SUNCORP VALUATION

Our Business is Value.



WHERE WE ARE

India
- Hyderabad

Canada
- Kelowna
- Vancouver
- Edmonton
- Saskatoon
- Toronto
- Quebec

USA
- Milwaukee
- Seattle
- Philadelphia
- Miami
- Los Angeles



Cost Services
• Insurance Valuations
• Post Loss Insurance 

Valuation

Market Value 
Services

• Mergers, Acquisitions 
& Divestitures

• Collateral Based 
Financing

• Corporate Planning
• Financial & Tax 

Reporting
• Litigation Support
• Purchase/Sale Price 

Allocation

WHAT WE DO

Consulting 
Services

• Risk Management 
Consulting

• Reserve Fund/ Capital 
Asset Planning and 
Depreciation Reporting

• Fixed Asset 
Management & 
Property Record 
Control

• Baseline Property 
Condition Assessments
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WHAT IS LIFE CYCLE PLANNING?

Life Cycle Planning describes the approach to 
maintaining an asset from construction to 
disposal. It involves the prediction of future 
performance of an asset, or a group of assets, 
based on investment scenarios and 
maintenance strategies. 



OBJECTIVES OF 
LIFE CYCLE PLANNING



The Objectives of Lifecycle Planning can be Summarized as Follows:

• Identify long-term investment for assets and develop an appropriate maintenance 
strategy

• Predict future performance of infrastructure assets for different levels of investment 
and different maintenance strategies

• Determine the level of investment required to achieve the required performance

• Determine the performance that will be achieved for the available funding and/or 
future investment

• Support decision making, make a case for investing in maintenance activities, and 
demonstrate the impact of different funding scenarios

• Minimize costs over the lifecycle while maintaining the required performance

OBJECTIVES OF LIFE CYCLE PLANNING



Additional Tangibles:

• Calculating asset depreciation value

• Building preventive maintenance strategies

• Specifying asset roles in operations

• Ensuring compliance with regulatory standards

• Calculating the cost of procurement and replacement

• Integrating assets into asset tracking systems

OBJECTIVES OF LIFE CYCLE PLANNING



ASSET LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT 
VS. MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

Related, but distinctly different. 

ASSET LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT

Focuses on a holistic approach to managing 
assets that goes beyond maintenance alone. 

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

Focused solely on the maintenance stage of an 
asset’s life cycle.

As a whole, Asset Life Cycle Management 
includes monitoring and evaluating how 
assets meet an organization’s needs at 
each stage, from planning to installation, 
use, maintenance, and disposal or 
retirement. Multiple departments may get 
involved, including production, 
procurement, maintenance, and 
accounting.

Assets are in the maintenance stage for all of 
their useful life, which is why adequate 
maintenance is so important. Maintenance 
management controls maintenance resources 
and activities needed to preserve assets or 
restore them to working order. Ideally, 
maintenance management keeps assets in 
optimal condition and ensures less disruption 
in production.
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ASSET LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT STAGES



STAGES OF LIFE CYCLE PLANNING

STEP ONE: Planning for the Asset
The first phase of an asset’s life cycle is planning for the asset, which occurs when the 
organization’s needs aren’t being met by current assets. The procurement team might work 
together with multiple departments (production, fleet, customer service, etc.) to determine 
specific needs. The purchasing department acquires the asset or assets that would meet 
those needs. Budget constraints should be taken into account; however, the primary focus 
when purchasing an asset is whether or not it will fulfill the required need for the 
organization.



STAGES OF LIFE CYCLE PLANNING

STEP TWO: Acquiring the Asset
When it has been determined which asset is needed, the next step is acquiring the asset. This 
includes researching different vendors and choosing the one that has the best product for a 
cost the organization can afford. Acquiring the asset includes ordering, tracking, and delivery. 
One the asset arrives at the organization it must be unloaded and unpackaged.

Also included in the acquisition stage is installation and deployment, which includes assembly, 
testing for any issues, and inspecting for defects. The manufacturer then installs the asset, 
and the maintenance manager gets involved to identify spare parts that will be needed later 
and order them right away if there are long lead times. The maintenance manager should be 
aware of how the asset’s spare parts will fit into inventory. When the asset has been 
deployed, additional testing is done to ensure the asset is running properly. Personnel are 
trained on how to use the asset, and maintenance technicians are trained on how to maintain 
the asset.



STAGES OF LIFE CYCLE PLANNING

STEP THREE: Using the Asset
The third phase in an asset’s life cycle is initial use of the asset before any maintenance is 
required. This, along with the maintenance phase, makes up the majority of the asset’s life 
cycle. During this period of time, the asset is finally put to its intended use and is expected to 
produce output that efficiently contributes to the profitability of the organization. It’s 
important to note than continued planning for the asset’s life cycle and maintenance occurs 
during this phase, but planning should begin before the asset is even acquired.
The amount of time an asset runs before requiring initial maintenance depends on a number 
of factors. These include the type of asset, how often the asset is used, how complex the 
asset is, what type of maintenance resources the organization has, and what type of 
maintenance plan is in place.



STAGES OF LIFE CYCLE PLANNING

STEP FOUR: Maintaining the Asset
Once a new asset requires its first maintenance task, it enters the maintenance stage in its life 
cycle. There are multiple types of maintenance an organization will perform on its assets. 
They fall into two categories: reactive and proactive.



STAGES OF LIFE CYCLE PLANNING

STEP FOUR: Disposing of the Asset
The last stage in an asset’s life cycle is decommissioning and disposal of the asset. In a fixed 
asset’s life cycle, disposal occurs when an asset has reached the end of its useful life. 
Depending on the type of asset and the material it’s made of, it may be recycled or thrown 
away. In some industries, assets are repurposed before they get disposed of completely. For 
example, a truck that travels to worksites becomes a plow truck that stays on the property. 
However, repurposing doesn’t happen often with production assets.

After an asset is disposed, the life cycle starts over again with a replacement asset. This is 
always a good time to determine if the organization can upgrade to a better product while 
minimizing costs. The maintenance department can reassess the maintenance plan for that 
type of asset going forward to maximize the next asset’s usefulness.
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APPROACHES TO LIFE CYCLE PLANNING

Do Nothing
Emergency maintenance is a type of reactive, corrective maintenance that is done when an 
asset fails completely and the problem must be corrected immediately. Emergency 
maintenance might involve a task that will mitigate a safety hazard or prevent damage to a 
product, building, or other machines.



APPROACHES TO LIFE CYCLE PLANNING

Do Something
Corrective maintenance is a type of reactive maintenance. It is done when something goes 
wrong with an asset, and its purpose is to correct the problem and get the asset running 
properly again. This is the most common type of maintenance to be performed because no 
matter how simple or complex a maintenance team’s plan is, corrective maintenance must be 
done when needed.



APPROACHES TO LIFE CYCLE PLANNING

Proactively Plan
Preventive maintenance jobs include a wide range of tasks that can be simple and 
straightforward or complex, all of which are important for keeping assets in optimal condition. 
The types of preventive maintenance jobs a maintenance team will perform depend largely 
on which assets they have and the industry to which the organization belongs. A few general 
examples include changing the oil on a service vehicle, changing a furnace filter, lubricating 
machine parts, and repainting a wall of a building.



APPROACHES TO LIFE CYCLE PLANNING
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METHODS TO LIFE CYCLE PLANNING

Manually Managing Assets
Many companies forgo a more formal Asset Management system and opt for, what is the 
often easier and always less expensive method of simply using Excel or Google Sheets to input 
information about projects, files, and locations. 

There are many advantages to this method, as it’s easy to deploy, flexible, and has no 
investment cost. There are downsides to this method as well.  It does not scale well and is 
100% manual, making it very easy to not achieve the goal of organizing digital assets. 

Digital Management Software
Another common method for managing your assets is purpose-built software.





DOES SPENDING MORE
MEAN LONGER LASTING?



ARE YOU PAYING MORE FOR… 

Aesthetics? 



ARE YOU PAYING MORE FOR… 

Materials? 



Cost Trends for Volatile 
Construction Materials 

Source: tradingeconomics.com
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Cost Trends for Volatile 
Construction Materials 
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ARE YOU PAYING MORE FOR… 

Functionality? 



ARE YOU PAYING MORE FOR… 

To be Unique? 



ARE YOU PAYING MORE FOR… 

Workmanship? 



THANK YOU!

Contact Us:

Devin Baker., B.Comm.
Manager, Business Development
Devin.Baker@suncorpvaluations.com

Trystan Hill
Marketing Assistant
Trystan.Hill@suncorpvaluations.com
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